Explore a few of Croatia's 1200 Islands on a Sailing Holiday!

Please call us - 01213 573 866
or email us - sailing@passionateaboutdubrovnik.co.uk
to be the first to hear about the 2016 Dubrovnik Festival & Event schedules and as
Dalmatian Coast Island Hopping Cruises
Dubrovnik - Elaphiti Islands - Mljet - Hvar - Split - Makarska – Korcula Dubrovnik
Your comfortable two-masted motorsailer is
a small cruising vessel which accommodates
up to typically 34 guests. Departing
from Dubrovnik you will visit several of the
beautiful islands of the Croatian Adriatic
with time to explore these interesting resorts
and quaint Dalmatian towns, and to enjoy
swimming and snorkeling in the crystal-clear
waters.
CRUISE ITINERARY
Sunday: Arrive at Dubrovnik from UK. Transfer to Gruz Harbour for embarkation
from 2pm. Dinner and overnight on board ship in Dubrovnik.
Monday: Cruise from Dubrovnik to
the Elaphiti Islands (Kolocep, Lopud or Sipan).
Time for exploration or swimming with lunch on
board before departure to Pomena, Mljet Island,
with its 100 square kilometre National Park. Daily
cruise distance – 35 nautical miles.
Tuesday: Cruise from Mljet to Hvar Island, with a
stop for swimming en route. Hvar is famous for its
wonderful lavender fields and vineyards. Lunch is
on board before exploring the old town and its
treasures. Daily cruise distance – 35 nautical
miles.

Wednesday: Cruise from Hvar Town to Split with a stop for swimming on
the island of Brac. Lunch on board. Split is a city of great cultural and historical
interest and is listed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Daily cruise distance – 27
nautical miles.
Thursday: Gentle cruising from Split to
Makarska with a swimming stop en route
on the Makarska Riviera. Lunch on board.
Daily cruise distance – 29 nautical miles.
Friday: Cruise from Makarska to Korcula,
the alleged birthplace of the famous
explorer Marco Polo. Lunch on board
before discovering centuries-old turrets,
mansions, cathedrals and museums. Daily
cruise distance – 32 nautical miles.
Saturday: Cruise from Korcula with time for swimming and relaxation before
returning to Dubrovnik. Daily cruise distance – 45 nautical miles.
Sunday: Early morning breakfast and disembarkation. Transfer
to Dubrovnik Airport or to the hotel of your choice for a further seven nights.

Adriatic Paradise Cruise from Split

Overview: The cruise provides plenty of time for sunbathing, swimming, exploring
interesting resorts, towns, small bays, attractive and unspoilt parts of Croatia.
With the comfort and facilities of a small
cruising vessel you can enjoy ample time
swimming, snorkelling and sunbathing in the
informal atmosphere of a Dalmatian cruise
experience.
DAY 1, Saturday SPLIT Arrival and transfer
from Split airport to you ship for dinner and
overnight. Clients arriving on the morning
flights will board the vessel in Split. Dinner on board an overnight in Split.
Approximate cruise distance: 16 NM
DAY 2, Sunday SPLIT – BRAC/OMIS - MAKARSKA
A morning at leisure to enjoy the magnificent town of Split with its numerous

archaeological, historical and cultural monuments. Depart for Makarska en route
on Brac/Omis the beautiful island of Brac, island of breathtaking landscapes,
peaceful beaches and crystal clear water. Arrival in Makarska at late afternoon.
Cruise distance 35 nautical miles.
DAY 3, Monday MAKARSKA – HVAR/LOVISTE - KORČULA
After breakfast departure for Korcula Island with
a stop en route for swimming and relaxing on east
coast of island of Hvar or at Lovište on southcoast
of peninsula Pelješac . Lunch is on board before
the late afternoon arrival to Korcula, the alleged
birthplace of the famous explorer Marco Polo.
Approximate cruise distance: 46 NM
DAY 4, Tuesday KORČULA – OLIPA - DUBROVNIK
Morning departure from Korcula to Dubrovnik.
Stop will be made for swimming and relaxing at
island of Olipa enjoying it’s crystal clear seawater
and beautiful coast. Arrival to Dubrovnik in the
afternoon (around 16.00 hrs). Approximate cruise
distance: 50 NM
DAY 5, Wednesday DUBROVNIK – ELAPHITI ISLANDS - MLJET
Late morning (around 10.00 hrs) departure from Dubrovnik to Mljet. Stop for
swimming and relaxing will be made on one of the Elaphiti Islands. Arrival to
Pomena on the Island on Mljet in the
afternoon (around 16.00 hrs). Pomena ,
once merely a small pier for fishing boats
of the fishermen from Govedari, Pomena is
today with its 100 square kilometre
National Park the tourist centre of the
island of Mljet. Approximate cruise
distance: 35 NM
DAY 6, Thursday MLJET - HVAR
Late morning (around 10.00 hrs) departure from Mljet to Hvar. Stop will be made
for swimming and relaxing on island of Scedro (weather dependable). Lunch on
board. Arrival to Hvar town in the afternoon (around 16.00 hrs).
Hvar is the town of a unique cultural and historical heritage but also an important

tourist resort with a centuries-old tradition in tourism. Main attractions are
pleasant climate, a lot of sunshine, natural beauties, various accommodation
facilities, gastronomic offer, sports and recreational opportunities, etc.
Approximate cruise distance: 45 NM
DAY 7, Friday HVAR – BRAC - SPLIT
Morning departure (around
09.00 hrs) from Hvar to Splt.
Stop will be made for swimming
and relaxing on the Island of
Brac. Lunch on board. Arrival to
Split in the afternoon.
Approximate distance: 25 NM
DAY 8, Saturday SPLIT
Departure Disembark after
breakfast and transfer to Split Apt for your homeward flight or to the hotel of your
choice for a further seven nights.
Guest Facilities
Air-conditioned restaurant and bar area * Buffet breakfast and waiter service for
lunch and dinner (depending opn board basis selected) * Air-conditioned bar
serving domestic and international drinks (at a local charge) * Sundeck with
sunbeds and deckchairs * Swimming platform with access into the sea * 2
freshwater showers
Note all items subject to change dependant on availability and weather conditions
and boarbasis selected.

Call us - 01213 573 866 or email sailing@passionateaboutdubrovnik.co.uk to
talk about cruising the Adriatic and if you want to extend this with a few days pre
or post cruise we can do that too!

